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Roll as many Balls as possible, reaching for
The Goal as quickly as possible. When a
ball gets stuck, use your power orbs to help
move it along. Give the Ball a spin and the
right Button to get a ball rolling. Try to roll
the Ball as far as possible and into the net.
Tilt the field to help yourself. Once you
reach the goal, you’ll be given a surprise
bonus. Win to score extra points. Gameplay
Features: In Rolling Balls, it is all about the
challenge and the thrill of spinning, rolling
and tilting your way to victory. Move the
colored balls, clear the obstacles and score
yourself a spangled prize! DETAILS:- -
Control of the ball with an easy to use right
to left swiping motion - Amazing graphics! -
10 different unique and fun mini-games to
play - Easy to learn controls - Tilt the game
field to move the balls - Timer to keep
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track of how long you play - Prove yourself
on more than 100 levels - Online
leaderboard and achievements - Auto save
and high score - Game Center
achievements and leaderboard - Great
Easter Egg for kids Helpful features: - Level
up your power orbs to move the ball faster
- Flashing lights and a spinning timer will
keep your adrenaline pumping - Different
power orbs to get the ball rolling and help
you level up - Customizable and fun
interface - Great sound effects and music -
Share your high score and progress in
Facebook - Support for iPhone 4 and iPhone
5 - Play in landscape mode ** This app is
built to offer an enjoyable, interactive
experience and is not intended as a
development test version. Additional
features will be added as development
progress. Some games may not be
included in the final version. ** 5.0
2015-03-14 By: Neetam Singh Reviews
“Smart fun” 8/10 – Doomslayer “Rolling
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Balls is fun game. My family and friends
enjoy playing it.” 9/10 – ðŸ˜‰ “You are
spoiling the kids with this” 10/10 –
WiinuTTV About The Game Rolling Balls:
Roll as many Balls as possible, reaching for
The Goal as quickly as possible. When a
ball gets stuck, use your power orbs to help
move it along

Features Key:
24 fully reworked Inns tile sets to be used in any Fantasy Grounds scenario
New map objects that combine rooms with secret staircases, key chambers, and trapdoors to make
them a part of your story
New magical items and spells that enhance the supernatural terror that you can add to any fantasy-
based adventure game you have
A gorgeous map pack designed for Fantasy Grounds - Pathfinder RPG that can be used by Game
Masters and players alike! (Please see the FAQs for a list of the new map objects)

Fantasy Grounds is a great utility for a wide variety of games and authors in the many Fantasy RPG
franchises. It can be licensed on a per-client basis and can scale from small games with just a couple
players, to massive MMORPGs with thousands of players.
For the first time in OpenSimulator history we're offering OpenSim to the Fantasy and Pathfinder RPG
game communities! 

OpenSimulator® is a registered trademark of Linden Research,
Inc. All rights reserved.
ESC/I: Map Pack: Inns - $1.50
ESC/I: Map Pack: Inns - La Cuesta Superior kit set - $3.50
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Sick Fantastic has some wonderful addition of By Lukasz for Telltale Games! New exclusive melodies for Tales of
Unicorn Island: Part 1.
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